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Advances in Understanding and Managing Catastrophic Ecosystem Shifts in Mediterranean Ecosystems
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One of the most challenging issues in Mediterranean ecosystems to date has been to understand the emergence of discontinuous changes or catastrophic shifts. In the era of the 2030 Sustainable Development Goals, which encompass ideas around Land Degradation Neutrality, advancing this understanding has become even more critical and urgent. The aim of this paper is to synthesize insights into the drivers, processes and management of catastrophic shifts to highlight ways forward for the management of Mediterranean ecosystems. We use a multidisciplinary approach that extends beyond the typical single site, single scale, single approach studies in the current literature. We link applied and theoretical ecology at multiple scales with analyses and modeling of...
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human–environment–climate relations and stakeholder engagement in six field sites in Mediterranean ecosystems to address three key questions:

i) How do major degradation drivers affect ecosystem functioning and services in Mediterranean ecosystems?

ii) What processes happen in the soil and vegetation during a catastrophic shift?

iii) How can management of vulnerable ecosystems be optimized using these findings?

Drawing together the findings from the use of different approaches allows us to address the whole pipeline of changes from drivers through to action. We highlight ways to assess ecosystem vulnerability that can help to prevent ecosystem shifts to undesirable states; identify cost-effective management measures that align with the vision and plans of land users; and evaluate the timing of these measures to enable optimization of their application before thresholds are reached. Such a multidisciplinary approach enables improved identification of early warning signals for discontinuous changes informing more timely and cost-effective management, allowing anticipation of, adaptation to, or even prevention of, undesirable catastrophic ecosystem shifts.
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INTRODUCTION

Human impacts on the environment have become more acute, and the need to address them more urgent, with catastrophic shifts in ecosystem structure and function becoming a major research focus in recent decades (Scheffer et al., 2001; Scheffer and Carpenter, 2003; Andersen et al., 2009). Critical thresholds, at which ecosystems shift from a desired to an undesired, degraded state (with e.g., bare ground or unwanted plant composition), imply major losses of biological diversity, ecosystem functioning and resilience, as well as potential to undermine livelihoods, greatly reducing the benefits humans obtain from ecosystems (Maestre et al., 2016). In some cases, catastrophic shifts can trigger land abandonment, particularly in sensitive environments such as drylands (Bestelmeyer et al., 2015). However, such shifts are difficult to predict (Guttal and Jayaprakash, 2009; Berdugo et al., 2020). Even if a system has remained stable for a long period, a shift can occur suddenly, with very limited warning (Brock and Carpenter, 2012).

While catastrophic shifts have been observed and analyzed for a wide variety of ecological systems, including lakes (Scheffer et al., 2001), peatlands (Swindles et al., 2018), marine systems (Lees et al., 2006), mussel beds (Génin et al., 2018a) forests (Magnuszewski et al., 2015), and rangelands (Kéfi et al., 2007), using a range of different approaches and frameworks at different scales, persistent challenges remain, and different approaches and methods are rarely sufficiently brought together. In particular, there is a need to understand more clearly the thresholds or tipping points that may result in catastrophic shifts, and to identify the early warning signs and overall impacts, such that appropriate measures can be put in place to manage environmental resources more sustainably. This requires a multidisciplinary approach. In the era of the 2030 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), which seek Land Degradation Neutrality (LDN) within SDG target 15.3 [i.e., any reduction in land quality is to be balanced by restoration or rehabilitation of already degraded areas of the same land type, resulting in zero net degradation (Barkemeyer et al., 2015)], advancing this understanding becomes even more critical. Better identification of early warning signals for such changes can inform the development of better-timed and more cost-effective solutions, allowing anticipation of, adaptation to, or even prevention of, undesirable ecosystem shifts (Sietz et al., 2017a).

This paper targets these challenges and presents an integrated study that necessarily took an ambitious, multidisciplinary approach considering the whole pipeline from drivers of catastrophic shifts through to actions to prevent and manage them. This comprehensive view offers considerably novelty to the literature, as most studies focus on just a single aspect of change. The research team comprised soil scientists, (spatial) ecologists, botanists, and specialists in land degradation, desertification, climate change, environmental engineering, stakeholder engagement, and environmental and economic modeling. Such diversity allowed us to conduct research from patch scale (plant–soil interactions) through to regional scale (modeling of management options). Patch scale work focused on six European landscapes that included degraded and reference (not necessarily pristine) ecosystem states with different aridity levels. We formulated broad research questions that we could answer more comprehensively by including data and findings from multiple disciplinary perspectives. This paper synthesizes
the results from this multi-site, multi-disciplinary approach to answer three key questions:

1. How do major degradation drivers affect ecosystem functioning and services in Mediterranean ecosystems?
2. What processes happen in the soil and vegetation during a catastrophic shift?
3. How can management of vulnerable ecosystems be optimized using these findings?

Addressing these questions, we draw heavily on the final summary report of our project, synthesizing from that (see CASCADE, 2017). The next section sets out our conceptual framework and the overarching research design. We then present the types of methods used, and the headline results from each type of method. Necessarily in such a multi-disciplinary paper it is not possible to provide all the methodological details, so we keep this at a broad level and point the reader toward more detailed methodological explanations in related papers. We then discuss the wider, integrated implications of our findings and approach.

**Framing Catastrophic Shifts**

The *fold catastrophe* framework (Figure 1) shows how increased pressure leading to unfavorable external conditions can cause an ecosystem to degrade (moving from A to B) and slowly shift toward a degraded state (C). This framework underpins our study. The maximum pressure that can be absorbed by the ecosystem is viewed as the ecosystem’s resilience. As long as the environmental pressure does not surpass the resilience, the system has the capacity to return to its previous state when the pressure decreases or ceases (Daliakopoulos and Tsanis, 2014). Sensitivity to environmental pressure increases when the ecosystem approaches a tipping point (Figure 1-B). For example, an increase in grazing may lead to only a marginal decrease in vegetation cover, but it can make the system more sensitive to external pressure (e.g., drought) until a tipping-point is reached. At this point the ecosystem shifts to an alternative stable state (Figure 1-C), characterized by a different structure and functioning, and which may no longer be able to provide sufficient food for herbivores. Knowing the resilience *a priori* is impossible, as it usually depends on feedback loops between biotic and abiotic components of the ecosystem. This makes catastrophic shifts difficult to predict (Walker et al., 2004). Furthermore, catastrophic shifts can be triggered by changes that operate across scales (e.g., climate change causes an increase in fire frequency and intensity which has knock-on implications for vegetation and soil), which can lead to cascading regime shifts (Rocha et al., 2018). This adds further complexity in attempts to understand catastrophic shifts.

Catastrophic shifts occur under external stresses, pressures or disturbances, such as decreased water availability or increased grazing (Kéfi et al., 2007). The timeframe over which a catastrophic shift occurs can have a broad range, and varies between ecosystems. For example, Demenocal et al. (2000), found the catastrophic shift of the Saharan region from annual grasses and shrubs to desert conditions took around 500–600 years, while Scheffer et al. (1993), recorded that transitions between stable states in shallow lakes can take between 1 and 5 years. The time over which a catastrophic shift occurs depends on the size and nature of the ecosystem (Biggs et al., 2009), and can take place over timescales from days to years. A slow ecological change may result in an abrupt economic change if the shift is toward a degraded state, as slow moving and fast variables occur concurrently (Reynolds et al., 2007; Stringer et al., 2017).

Indeed, a catastrophic shift to a degraded state is often accompanied by a loss of more than one resource, both socio-economic and in terms of natural capital (Scheffer and Carpenter, 2003; Fraser and Stringer, 2009), and restoration does not affect these resources such that a shift back to the original desirable state happens. The absence of a resource may prevent transition to a conserved state, particularly in dryland systems (Jeltsch et al., 2000, 2014). The alternative situation is not always desirable and may hold inferior ecosystem value compared to the initial system, both ecologically and in relation to human demands placed upon that system (Figure 1). For example, similar transitions can take place between different states of a forest where high fire frequency and loss of resources (e.g., seed bank or soil) combine, leading to changes in the phenology of the vegetation, and ultimately to a stable shrubland. As long as resources do not recover, the system would remain locked in this state.

Predictions of catastrophic ecosystem shifts tend to use either a single indicator approach [e.g., considering the frequency distribution of vegetation patch sizes in arid Mediterranean ecosystems (Kéfi et al., 2007)] or a systems approach, taking into account multiple ecosystem properties, functions and outcomes.
(e.g., Kuiper et al.’s 2015 study on shallow lakes). Our study takes a systems approach, harnessing the multidisciplinarity of the team to focus on multiple elements of our study ecosystems.

**STUDY SITES**

We worked in six study sites across the entire Euro-Mediterranean region (Figure 2) covering a range of aridity levels, land uses, and degradation drivers [Table 1; with land cover classes relevant to the study extracted from CORINE Land Cover (CLC) 2006 (European Environmental Agency [EEA], 2007)]. Figure 3 depicts a typical landscape in each of the study sites for both non-degraded (left) and degraded (right) locations. While forested areas (Ayora and Várzea) are susceptible to both the direct and indirect impacts of recurrent wildfires (Hosseini et al., 2016, 2017a; Santana et al., 2016), rangelands face soil erosion owing to poor vegetation cover (Albatera-Santomera, Messara and Randi) or shrub encroachment (Castelsaraceno), due to overgrazing and inadequate grazing management (leading to undergrazing in Castelsaraceno). Both forest and rangelands are affected by drought and land abandonment. The main causes of degradation at each site differ, but are always associated with the accumulated impact of a driver: forest fires, marginal agriculture and grazing, and long-term poor land management. Less often, causes are related to climate, which acts as a catalyst by making the system more vulnerable to disturbance, stress or pressure. This accumulated impact might cause a catastrophic ecosystem shift (Müller et al., 2014), which can lead to abandonment. In the Mediterranean, land abandonment is widespread and increasing (Bielsa et al., 2005; Sluiter and de Jong, 2007; Duarte et al., 2008). After abandonment, the land might not supply the same types or quantities of ecosystem services as before (Novara et al., 2017). All study sites are affected by summer drought. The historical development and land use of the sites are described in Daliakopoulos and Tsanis (2014), along with the effect of the changing climate (Daliakopoulos et al., 2017). Legacies from past land management have shaped current land uses to either be focused on wood production or marginal grazing.

**RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGICAL APPROACHES**

This section sets out the range of methodological approaches used to address our three key research questions. Overall, we combined biophysical assessments and experiments, biophysical and socioeconomic modeling and participatory approaches. Several approaches cross-cut more than one research question, so we point toward the information each approach provides to address the various questions. References are provided should readers wish to follow up on any of the methodology and statistical analyses in more detail.

We began by selecting reference ecosystems and then identified drivers and stress levels within the six study sites (see Tsanis and Daliakopoulos, 2014). Stakeholders and the relevant policies that related to land use and land management were then identified for each site to provide framing information, helping to fine-tune the design of the experimental, modeling and participatory aspects.

**Cross-Site Comparative Assessment of Ecosystem Services Provision**

Question 1 (effects on ecosystem services) was addressed through a large scale observational study, replicated across the six study sites. At each site, we assessed the supporting and regulating ecosystem services provided by the studied ecosystems at different levels of degradation: Reference (healthy state), Degraded, and Restored (Valdecantos and Vallejo, 2015). Supporting and regulating ecosystem service categories were focused on because together with biodiversity, they are considered to be baseline services and properties that underpin other types of services (Bautista and Lamb, 2013), while most provisioning and cultural ecosystem services are considered to be context dependent (Rojo et al., 2012). We identified key properties of the ecosystems (and derived services) and assessed the degree to which they were affected by the degradation drivers. The three aspects of the evaluation process were: (1) determination of plant composition of the ecosystem, (2) quantification of standing plant biomass, litter
### TABLE 1 | Key characteristics of the study sites (adapted from Daliakopoulos and Tsanis, 2013).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Várzea</th>
<th>Albatera-Santomera</th>
<th>Ayora</th>
<th>Castelsaraceno</th>
<th>Messara</th>
<th>Randi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elevation (m asl)</td>
<td>450–600</td>
<td>180–310</td>
<td>20–1,200</td>
<td>972–1,284</td>
<td>100–230</td>
<td>90–230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land use*</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>CPF</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>CF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current main use</td>
<td>Wood production</td>
<td>Recreation, grazing of marginal land</td>
<td>Livestock (low density)</td>
<td>Livestock (low profitability)</td>
<td>Grazing of marginal land</td>
<td>Grazing of marginal land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean annual temperature (°C)</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>19.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean annual precipitation (mm)</td>
<td>1,170</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>1,290</td>
<td>504</td>
<td>489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean annual PET (mm)</td>
<td>1,417</td>
<td>1,630</td>
<td>1,479</td>
<td>1,230</td>
<td>1,632</td>
<td>1,698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aridity Index</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate classification†</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Sa</td>
<td>Sa</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>D-Sh</td>
<td>D-Sh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspect</td>
<td>SSW</td>
<td>NE</td>
<td>NW</td>
<td>E/NE</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>NE/W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of stress or disturbance</td>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>Intensive agriculture followed by rural abandonment</td>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>Grazing</td>
<td>Grazing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference ecosystem</td>
<td>Pinus pinaster forest</td>
<td>Semi-steppe dry shrubland</td>
<td>Unburned Pinus pinaster and P. halepensis forest</td>
<td>Productive pastureland</td>
<td>Shrubland</td>
<td>Shrubland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degraded ecosystem</td>
<td>4-times burned areas (2-years after last fire)</td>
<td>Dwarf shrubland</td>
<td>Shrubland. Areas burned in 1979</td>
<td>1. Overgrazed lands 2. Undergrazed lands</td>
<td>Unpalatable community</td>
<td>Unpalatable community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil type and bedrock</td>
<td>Umbrosols; Cambisols over schists</td>
<td>Calcisols; Cambisols over marls</td>
<td>Regosols over marls/limestone</td>
<td>Regosols over limestone/dolomite</td>
<td>Cambisols; Luvisols over marls/limestone</td>
<td>Calcaric Regosols over marls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant community; target species</td>
<td>Pine woodland; <em>Pterospartum tridentatum</em> (L.) Willk.</td>
<td>Open shrubland; <em>Anthyllis cytisoides</em>, <em>Calicotome villosa</em></td>
<td>Pine woodland; <em>Rosmarinus officinalis</em></td>
<td>Grassland; <em>Brachypodium rupestre</em>, <em>Stipa austroitalica</em></td>
<td>Open shrubland; <em>Hyparrhenia hirta</em></td>
<td>Open shrubland; <em>Calicotome villosa</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population density (km⁻²)</td>
<td>150.0</td>
<td>177.1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>73.7</td>
<td>45.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income/GDP per capita (€)§</td>
<td>13,200</td>
<td>20,574</td>
<td>22,004</td>
<td>19,473</td>
<td>19,900</td>
<td>22,347</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Land use: C (Croplands), S (Scrublands), P (Pasturelands), and F (Forests). †Climate classification: D (Dry), Sa (Semi-arid), H (Humid), and Sh (Sub-humid). §GDP refers to Região do Norte (2013), Murcia (2017), Valencia (2017), Basilicata (2015), Crete (2013), and Cyprus (2017), respectively.*
and belowground biomass, and (3) application of the Landscape and Function Analysis (LFA) (Tongway and Hindley, 2005) methodology, which combines spatial distribution of vegetation and assessment of soil surface properties. Selection of these indicators was based on previous work (Bautista et al., 2017), with indicators representing a limited number of essential variables that can characterize ecosystem functioning for a majority of drylands worldwide, focusing on five aspects: water conservation, soil conservation, nutrient cycling, carbon sequestration, and diversity of vascular plants. The methodology was applied in all field sites for at least two ecosystem conditions representative of a healthy reference and a degraded state, and where possible, also in a restored area.

Biophysical Field Experiments

To investigate key biophysical processes that may happen in the soil and plants during a transition toward a degraded state (question 2: mechanisms and processes), we combined both observational and manipulative experiments in the plant–soil system across the six study sites, alongside an additional mesocosm experiment at community scale on specific processes and mechanisms of interest. Specifically, we investigated the response of the plant–soil system to increasing stress level by monitoring soil and plant characteristics along various stress gradients (Mayor et al., 2015, 2017), aiming to identify functional thresholds (Bestelmeyer, 2006) and their underlying processes in the soil–plant system. Two experiments were undertaken in the six study sites to identify soil and plant features that could indicate (imminent) ecosystem shifts. In a first ‘stress gradient’ experiment, we compared soil quality and performance of targeted plant species at three levels of environmental stress (low, medium, and high) due to grazing intensity, as they occurred under field conditions. We measured soil organic carbon and nutrient content underneath the plant patches and outside plant patches (inter-patches), including canopy cover, basal diameter and height growth, among other plant and soil characteristics (Mayor et al., 2015). A second, manipulative ‘drought stress’ experiment was conducted to assess the effect of increasing drought on soil condition and plant performance (Mayor et al., 2017). Using ∼2 m² translucent roofs, we completely excluded direct rainfall from single vegetation patches and associated upslope interpatches. The duration of the experiment varied between sites to guarantee that the rainfall-exclusion plots received around or below the 1st percentile of the mean annual rainfall for at least 1-year period. The roofs were made from two layers of V-profile transparent polycarbonate gutters, which drained the rainfall into an external gutter and storage tank (Figure 4). As controls, we used roofs placed upside-down that let the rain fall through (i.e., roofed controls), as well as vegetation patches without roofs (open controls). We performed the drought-stress experiment for areas under medium grazing or fire-frequency stress, and monitored the same set of soil and plant variables as in the previous stress-gradient experiment.

At the plant community scale, we conducted a manipulative mesocosm experiment to study the effects of vegetation pattern on resource conservation, as well as the hypothesized eco-hydrological mechanisms that modulate dryland dynamics (Bautista et al., 2015). The intention was that the mesocosm experiment would provide information linking that from the field experiments and models (discussed later) to address particular general processes that are common across Mediterranean ecosystems. On a set of 18 (2 × 1 m) runoff plots, we created a variety of plant cover types by planting three contrasting species with either a coarse-grained pattern (six large patches of nine individual plants each) or a fine-grained pattern (18 small patches of three plants each). The species used were one perennial grass (Lygeum spartum L.) and two shrubs (Atriplex...

MODELING OF VEGETATION DYNAMICS

A NUMBER OF MECHANISTIC MODELS OF VEGETATION DYNAMICS WERE DEVELOPED TO UNDERSTAND AND PREDICT CATASTROPHIC SHIFTS IN MEDITERRANEAN ECOSYSTEMS, PARTICULARLY DRYLANDS. THESE DEVELOPMENTS FOCUSED ON TWO AXES OF IMPROVEMENT TO CURRENT MODELS RELEVANT TO STUDYING RESILIENCE: (I) THE WAY EXTERNAL STRESSES ARE INCORPORATED, FOCUSING ON THREE TYPES OF STRESS: GRAZING, Drought AND FIRE; AND (II) THE WAY VEGETATION (THE ‘BIOTIC COMPONENT’) IS MODELED, INCORPORATING SPECIES, AND SPECIES-SPECIES INTERACTIONS IN VEGETATION MODELS. THESE MODELS CONTRIBUTED TO QUESTION 2 (MECHANISMS AND PROCESSES), LINKING PLANT–SOIL AND LANDSCAPE RESPONSES TO STRESS, AND PROVIDED USEFUL INSIGHTS TO QUESTION 3 (MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS). THE MODELS WERE OF DIFFERENT TYPES: (I) SPATIALLY EXPLICIT MODELS OF DRYLAND VEGETATION DYNAMICS THAT DESCRIBE FEEDBACKS BETWEEN VEGETATION PATTERN AND LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS, INCORPORATING EITHER GRAZING AS A SPATIALLY EXPLICIT STRESS (SCHNEIDER AND KÉFI, 2016) OR ECOHYDROLOGICAL FEEDBACKS BETWEEN SPATIAL PATTERN AND RESOURCE REDISTRIBUTION (MAYOR ET AL., 2019); (II) A SPATIALLY EXPLICIT VERSION OF THE WATER LIMITATION MODEL BY RIETKERK ET AL. (1997) THAT WAS COUPLED WITH A HYDROLOGICAL HILLSLOPE MODEL THAT EXPLICITLY DESCRIBES DEPTH INDEPENDENT INFILTRATION AND INFILTRATION EXCESS RUNOFF GENERATION (SITEUR ET AL., 2014); (III) A SPATIALLY IMPLICIT MODEL FOR VEGETATION COVER INCLUDING DIFFERENT PLANT FUNCTIONAL TYPES WITH DIFFERENT FIRE-RESPONSES, AND THEIR FEEDBACK WITH FIRE OCCURRENCE (BAUDENA ET AL., 2020); AND (IV) A SPATIALLY IMPLICIT MODEL INCLUDING THE COUPLED DYNAMICS OF DIFFERENT PLANT FUNCTIONAL TYPES AND SOIL MOISTURE, WITH FACILITATION BETWEEN PLANTS DUE TO GRAZING PROTECTION AND INFILTRATION IMPROVEMENT, AND COMPETITION FOR WATER (VERWIJMEREN, 2016). WE INVESTIGATED HOW THESE ECOCLOGICAL MECHANISMS AFFECTED THE RESPONSE OF THE ECOSYSTEM TO STRESS, LOOKING FOR SHIFT BEHAVIORS AND IDENTIFYING THE CONDITIONS THAT FAVORED THE EMERGENCE OF SHIFTS AT THE ECOSYSTEM SCALE.

PARTICIPATORY ASSESSMENT


ECONOMIC MODELING


FUTURE CHANGES AND EXPECTATIONS EXPRESSED BY STAKEHOLDERS MAKE MANAGEMENT SCENARIOS MORE REALISTIC AND COHERENT WITH THEIR WILLINGNESS TO ACT (DE VENTE ET AL., 2016), UNDERSCORING THE NEED TO ENSURE STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT FORMED A FUNDAMENTAL PART OF OUR INTEGRATED ASSESSMENT. ECONOMIC MODELING RESULTS, INFORMATION ON PAST AND PRESENT LAND MANAGEMENT PRACTICES OBTAINED USING THE WOCAT QUESTIONNAIRES, AND INFORMATION ON RELEVANT POLICIES, WERE THEN COMBINED TO FORMULATE MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES. THE GUIDELINES WERE DISCUSSED WITH STAKEHOLDERS IN WORKSHOPS HELD IN EACH OF THE SIX STUDY SITES. FEEDBACK FROM STAKEHOLDERS WAS USED TO FINE-TUNE THE SCENARIOS. FINALLY, PROJECT RESULTS WERE PRESENTED TO, AND DISCUSSED WITH, POLICY STAKEHOLDERS FROM ALL SITES IN A POLICY WORKSHOP, AS WELL AS BEING MADE AVAILABLE IN AN INFORMATION HUB THAT INCLUDES RELEVANT INFORMATION REGARDING CATASTROPHIC ECOSYSTEM SHIFTS, SOIL AND...
plant processes, the study sites, and management information in the form of videos and documents directed to the general public.1

RESULTS

This section presents our key findings in relation to each of the research questions.

1. How Do Major Degradation Drivers Affect Ecosystem Functioning and Services in Mediterranean Ecosystems?

Overall, results showed that degradation pressures severely impacted Mediterranean ecosystems. Losses of ecosystem services tend to be higher for drier climates (Figure 5). Some observed changes from reference toward degraded states suggest that certain degradation thresholds might have been passed. Catastrophic ecosystem shifts in Mediterranean ecosystems are therefore transitions that generally result in decreased plant cover and diversity, accompanied by increased loss of resources and reduced delivery of ecosystem services.

Although the field sites include different Mediterranean ecosystems with different biogeographical and historical characteristics, in general the plant communities in the degraded situations were very different from the respective non-degraded references, both in composition and species abundance (Valdecantos and Vallejo, 2015; Valdecantos et al., 2016). Higher stress resulted in more homogeneous communities than in undisturbed states, as reflected by lower values of species diversity and evenness (Table 2). Field sites affected by grazing showed a general decrease in plant diversity with grazing pressure, and most can therefore be described as overgrazed (Perevolotsky and Seligman, 1998). We further observed a profound change in species composition in all grazed sites, though more modest in Castelsaraceno. Aboveground biomass was reduced in two out of three grazed sites (Castelsaraceno overgrazed and Randi) but increased in Messara (Table 2). Plant spatial pattern and distribution in the grazed states was markedly different than in the un-grazed ones, with more open areas and lower length and width of the plant patches in the grazed plots. These changes reduce the capacity to retain resources (sink effect) as observed in other areas subjected to grazing (Papanastasis et al., 2015) and, hence, reduce resource conservation. Similarly, LFA derived indices (infiltration, stability and nutrient cycling) were lower in all degraded sites than in their respective references, suggesting degradation of soil surface conditions and, thus, soil, water and nutrient degradation in the system (Papanastasis et al., 2015). Nevertheless, grazing, especially when intense, represents an important tool to reduce fire risk in areas with prolonged drought periods by reducing the amount of fuel available. In these cases, grazing systems provide another service to people as they reduce the fire hazard.

The sites with fire pressure offer two complementary pictures of secondary succession after wildfires: a very initial stage of vegetation recovery in Várzea and a mature continuous shrubland without tree-canopy recovery in Ayora. In the short term, the ecosystem shows important reduction in species richness, biomass, vegetation patches, stability, infiltration and nutrient cycling (Table 2). These result in an overall significant loss of ecosystem services, but this Maritime Pine forest ecosystem has the ability to recover most, if not all of them, with time, provided pine regeneration rates are adequate. Thirty-five years after fire, the Ayora burned areas recovered ecosystem functionality to values of the reference pine forest and showed a spatial arrangement of vegetation that better conserves resources, alongside similar accumulated amounts of understory and belowground biomass and litter. Pine regeneration after fire, and hence catastrophic shifts, depend on factors such as fire-interval, pre-fire basal area, slope aspect, land use history or competition with grasses at the seedling stage (Pausas et al., 2002, 2004; Baesa et al., 2007; Maia et al., 2012, 2014). Scarce presence of pines in the degraded states of Ayora field site resulted in a significant reduction of C sequestration and could be improved by appropriate post-fire management. The observed shift from forest to non-forest (shrubland) vegetation observed in Ayora is not uncommon, especially in drylands, and is likely to occur in the very high fire recurrence of the degraded plots in Várzea. The short interval between the two latest fires (2005 and 2012) may cause the change from forest to non-forest vegetation in this area as the time for the first flowering in Pinus pinaster takes 4–10 years (Tapia et al., 2004). Landscape was also shown to be a determinant in allowing spontaneous regeneration of pines or reforestation success: Jucker Riva et al. (2017) detected a sharp difference in pine regeneration after fire between south-facing, exposed, steep areas (more challenging abiotic conditions:

---

1http://www.cascadis-project.eu/better-management
decreased humidity, increase erosion) compared to north-facing exposed areas, even when these areas were exposed to the same wildfires. This imbalance between fire regime and dominant plant species’ life histories or unfavorable post-fire conditions may result in a failure to recover pre-fire carbon stocks and hence the C sequestration service (Rocca et al., 2014; Santana et al., 2016). Stephens et al. (2013) suggest that this shift might not be catastrophic but would affect most ecosystem services. All ecosystem services showed significant short-term losses after the fire (Várzea) but only biodiversity and C sequestration losses lasted in the long term (Ayora).

Albatera-Santomera showed the highest relative losses of all individual ecosystem services of all field sites. It is the most stressed site as reflected by the very low aridity index (0.16; Table 1) and multiple diffuse pressures, stresses and disturbances that are and have been acting on the system for long periods. The main ecosystem properties affected by degradation were those related to the spatial distribution of vegetation and open areas (sink/source spatial pattern) that finally determine the conservation of resources. The degraded landscape showed a reduction of vegetation cover, with fewer and smaller patches of vegetation at longer distances from each other, and higher proportions of bare soil, which in turn, reduce the capacity of water infiltration and nutrient cycling, decrease water and soil conservation, and consequently reduce productivity (Boeschoten, 2013).

Informal field observations also indicate biodiversity was also substantially reduced in the degraded areas (Table 2), probably due to the absence of tall shrubs that act as keystone species in these semiarid shrublands (Maestre and Cortina, 2004). The stability index showed the lowest losses in the degraded as compared to the reference state. Previous work in semi-arid Mediterranean areas has shown that the stability index is less sensitive than the other LFA indices to detect differences between land uses and/or degradation levels (Mayor and Bautista, 2012). López et al. (2013) found lower values of the LFA stability index as degradation increased, associated with lower vegetation cover and patch density, length and width, but a further increase of the index with more intense degradation, as the exposed rock surface is higher and the sediment susceptible to being transported is lower. These results could therefore suggest that the system might have passed a threshold of irreversibility (Schaffer and Carpenter, 2003). The field sites affected by grazing showed a generalized decrease in diversity with grazing pressure (Table 2) and, hence, can be described as overgrazed (Perevolotsky and Seligman, 1998). Papanastasis et al. (2015) observed very similar results to those we obtained in the grazed sites, with a significant loss of biodiversity, plant cover, stability, infiltration and nutrient cycling indices, and patch size in heavily grazed areas. They also reported increases in some properties and ecosystem services under moderate grazing stress. Some authors have observed an increase in plant species diversity and composition when disturbed by grazing (Holocheck et al., 1989; Belsky, 1992), partly because of the change of competitive relationships between plant species (Crawley, 1983), especially of those that are unpalatable. However, many dominant species of grazed rangelands present morphological and biochemical mechanisms to withstand grazing providing a relatively high system resilience (Perevolotsky, 1995). Aboveground biomass was reduced in two out of three grazed sites (Castelsaraceno overgrazed and Randi) but increased in Messara (Table 2). In sites which present a long history of grazing, higher levels of pressure may not significantly affect productivity.

Ecosystem services showed important losses due to grazing in the order Randi>Messara>Castelsaraceno following a decreasing order of aridity, although differences between Randi and Messara are smooth. Wang et al. (2014) established 0.32 as the threshold value of the aridity index that determines net N losses or accumulations. Castelsaraceno and Randi are well above and below this value, respectively, while Messara is around this threshold, suggesting that N accumulation processes prevail in the Italian site while N losses do in Cyprus (Table 1).

### Table 2 | Plant biomass and diversity indexes (mean values and standard errors in brackets) in the undisturbed and degraded states of the six CASCADE field sites, ordered from most to least arid.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aboveground biomass (Mg ha$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Diversity (Shannon’s $H$)</th>
<th>Evenness (Shannon’s $J$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reference</strong></td>
<td><strong>Degraded</strong></td>
<td><strong>Reference</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albatera-Santomera</td>
<td>5.3 (0.2)</td>
<td>2.2 (0.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayora</td>
<td>87.6 (3.3)a</td>
<td>18.9 (1.9)b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randi</td>
<td>12.4 (1.7)a</td>
<td>5.8 (1.1)b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messara</td>
<td>20.2 (7.3)</td>
<td>30.6 (0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Várzea†</td>
<td>113.8 (2.3)a</td>
<td>2.9 (0.4)b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castelsaraceno*</td>
<td>7.8 (2.1)</td>
<td>5.5 (2.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† Overstory biomass estimated from bibliographic information. * The degraded state corresponds to the overgrazed situation. Different letters between ecosystem states within a field site mean significant differences.
processes and feedbacks that link plant pattern and resource loss, and control vegetation dynamics and catastrophic shifts in drylands. Finally, a suite of models provided insights into the long-term ecosystem processes in response to a variety of degradation drivers. Results from each approach are presented in turn, followed by a summary of our findings on potential early warning signals of an imminent shift.

Response of the Soil–Plant System to Increasing Stress: Findings From Field Experiments

At four of the six field sites, we assessed the response of soil quality and plant performance to a grazing-pressure gradient. We found that the response to increasing grazing was dependent on the climatic conditions. In Castelsaraceno and Albatera-Santomera sites, soil quality did not vary significantly between grazing-pressure levels, yet Albatera-Santomera exhibited a gradual trend toward higher nutrient availability and larger amounts of soil organic N and C from high-stress to low-stress plots. These two sites represented the wettest and the driest field sites, respectively, and were subjected to grazing pressures that were, overall, low to moderate. The relatively wetter climate of Castelsaraceno, together with its high vegetation cover, might make its soil–plant system robust enough to deal with the current grazing levels. In the case of Albatera-Santomera with its very dry conditions and reduced overall vegetation cover, one might expect that soil conditions are mainly affected by water availability, being the limiting factor for vegetation cover and growth and, ultimately, soil quality. Conversely, Messara and Randi showed noticeable effects of increasing grazing on several soil quality indicators, with a general decrease in soil quality with increasing grazing. However, no clear pattern emerged as to how grazing-pressure levels were linked to threshold values of soil quality indicators, with gradual changes in most sites and sharp changes in Randi, the site with the highest overall grazing pressure. Most soil variables showed higher values in soils underneath plant patches than in the interpatches, with the ratios patch/interpatch generally increasing with increasing stress.

The effects of the different grazing-pressure levels on the performance of the targeted plant species differed markedly between the four grazing study sites. In Albatera-Santomera, canopy cover and basal twig diameter of *Anthyllis cytisoides* did not vary noticeably with grazing-stress level, although there was a tendency for twig growth to be higher at the high stress plots, probably due to compensatory growth (Oesterheld and McNaughton, 1991). In Randi, canopy cover and branch basal diameter of *Calicotome villosa* showed higher values for the low and intermediate pressure levels than for the high pressure level. In Castelsaraceno and Messara, neither plant cover nor biomass of the target grass species showed clear differences among the three grazing stress levels.

A possible explanation for these findings is that grazing impacts are reduced not only in marginal ecosystems that are essentially controlled by lack of water availability (Albatera-Santomera) but also in productive ecosystems with plenty of water available and high vegetation cover (Castelsaraceno), except perhaps, if grazing stresses become much higher than at present. From the two sites with less extreme conditions, Messara showed a noticeable impact of grazing stress level on soil quality but not on plant performance, while Randi revealed a consistent grazing effect on both soil quality and plant performance.

The drought-stress manipulative experiment, performed at all six field sites, yielded no consistent results across sites. For the driest sites, Randi and Albatera-Santomera, which also experienced a severe natural drought during the study period, we found increased nutrient availability and, to a lesser extent, higher carbon contents with increased drought stress. This is probably due to an increased amount of litter and dead roots being degraded (López-Poma and Bautista, 2014). However, none of the other four field sites showed any relevant effect of increased drought. Similarly, only Randi and Albatera-Santomera showed a decreasing trend in plant performance with increasing drought stress. These results indicate an extraordinary capacity of the plant–soil systems in Mediterranean areas to cope with drought, at least in the short-term, as only the combined effect of a severe natural drought plus the additional experimentally induced drought produced a decrease in plant performance.

Pattern-Dependent Ecohydrological Processes and Catastrophic Shifts: Combined Mesocosm and Ecohydrological Modeling Results

Our findings from the plant-pattern mesocosm experiment (Bautista et al., 2015) demonstrated that both plant cover and plant pattern exert a critical role in controlling water and soil conservation in patchy ecosystems. The connectivity of bare soil emerged as the most critical pattern attribute for explaining the hydrological behavior of patchy ecosystems, as it reflects and depends on both cover and pattern (Rodríguez et al., 2018). Greater bare-soil connectivity implies larger water and sediment losses from semiarid slopes, but also implies larger inter-patch areas, which benefits the downslope patch (Urgeghe and Bautista, 2015).

Although plant cover and biomass are the most common vegetation properties used as indicators of hydrological functioning, our results suggest that indices based on capturing the connectivity of the bare-soil matrix in patchy ecosystems, such as the Flowlength index (Mayor et al., 2008), have great potential as surrogates for the hydrologic functioning in drylands. These indices can be easily obtained from aerial photographs and incorporated into hydrological and erosion models at the hillslope and catchment scales.

By incorporating the Flowlength index into a spatially explicit model of dryland vegetation dynamics, we investigated the role of connectivity-mediated feedbacks that link vegetation pattern, resource redistribution and productivity in modulating the potential for catastrophic shifts. We found that a positive connectivity-mediated feedback between resource loss and decreasing vegetation cover decreased the amount of stress required to cause a catastrophic shift to a degraded state (Mayor et al., 2013). However, our modeling results suggest that such catastrophic shifts are less likely in drylands with a strong response of vegetation to source–sink dynamics (i.e., enhanced vegetation growth in response to a local increase in runoff from bare-soil areas to the plant patches) (Mayor et al., 2019).
Modeling Results
We developed a suite of different vegetation models that contributed to the fundamental understanding of the plant–soil responses of Mediterranean ecosystems to degradation drivers (Mayor et al., 2013, 2019; Siteur et al., 2014; Schneider and Kéfi, 2016; Génin et al., 2018a; Baudena et al., 2020). Models that incorporate spatially explicit grazing (i.e., that grazers tend to eat at the borders of vegetation patches rather than in their centers), predicted a higher probability and magnitude of catastrophic shifts under increasing stress (drought or grazing intensity) than previous models assuming homogeneous grazing (Schneider and Kéfi, 2016). Thus, the small-scale interactions between grazing and drought further decreased ecosystem resilience. A spatially implicit fire model revealed that while Mediterranean forests are resilient to fires under historical climate conditions, increases in drought, coupled with recurrent fires, may lead the Mediterranean forests to pass a tipping point and degrade into an open-shrubland (Baudena et al., 2020). This confirms earlier results from our spatially explicit water limitation model on how rainfall patterns under upcoming climate change in Mediterranean drylands induce and enhance the occurrence of catastrophic shifts in those ecosystems (Siteur et al., 2014).

Model results overall confirmed the importance of positive feedbacks in driving the emergence of alternative stable states at the ecosystem scale, and helped us to better understand how different interactions and drivers control Mediterranean ecosystems and their changes through time. Such knowledge can be extremely useful in supporting management decisions. For example, the model results from Baudena et al. (2020) underlined the importance of planting seedlings from late successional, resprouting species, to increase resistance and resilience to forest fires (Valdecantos et al., 2016). Moreover, the essential role of facilitation for both species coexistence and ecosystem resilience highlighted by the models suggests that it may provide a good opportunity for ecosystem restoration. Thus, in degraded rangelands, remaining adult individuals of nurse species adapted against grazing can be used to improve the survival of planted seedlings (Verwijmeren et al., 2014; Verwijmeren, 2016).

Indicators and Early Warning Signals of Catastrophic Shifts
The model studies also explored the potential for spatial early warning signals of imminent catastrophic shifts in drylands, as the patterns of vegetation that arise as a result of near-neighbor interactions such as facilitation and competition. This follows the theory that certain vegetation pattern metrics may offer possibilities in identifying an upcoming critical transition in semi-arid ecosystems (Rietkerk et al., 2004; Kéfi et al., 2007, 2011, 2014).

The grazing model used by Schneider and Kéfi (2016) explored the predictive potential of indicators of spatial structure of a landscape (namely, the deviation from a power-law in patch-size-distributions) for catastrophic shifts under combined drought and grazing stress (Figure 6).

Addition of spatially heterogeneous grazing (in contrast to uniform pressure) not only altered ecosystem stability (by increasing the probability of catastrophic shift) but also blurred the early warning signals at high grazing pressure. This suggests that we need to be cautious regarding the use of early warning signals of ecosystem degradation when the pressure at play has a spatially explicit component (see also Génin et al., 2018a).
It also suggests that additional degradation indicators need to be developed taking into account the spatial component of the stressor.

Model simulations of our spatially explicit ecohydrological model (Mayor et al., 2013) suggested that changes in bare-soil connectivity (e.g., Flowlength index; Mayor et al., 2008) may be more informative as an early warning indicator of dryland degradation than changes in vegetation cover. We found that positive deviations of the Flowlength index from the expected values for a random vegetation cover pattern sharply increased in the proximity to transitions toward degraded states. This result suggests that an extraordinary increase in bare-soil connectivity may lead to unavoidable degradation (Rodríguez et al., 2018).

By exploring different types of spatial and temporal indicators as potential early warning signs of catastrophic shifts, the model studies provide a deeper understanding of when and where the indicators might be applicable in real world systems (Kéfi et al., 2014; Schneider and Kéfi, 2016; Génin et al., 2018a,b). Quantifying those indicators derived from model studies on field data, particularly with the prospect of increasingly affordable remote sensing technology, will help identify sites at higher risk of catastrophic shifts, allowing prioritization of those for conservation measures.

3. How Can We Better Manage Vulnerable Ecosystems?

At the ecosystem scale, land management measures adopted by land users to utilize, enhance or maintain the resources provided by the environment, provide an important link between the ecological and socio-economic aspects of the system (Hurni, 2000). To assess measures and improve upon them required us to understand the values and perception of land users and managers, as well as their livelihood strategies and possibilities for action. Based on information provided by stakeholders on perceived and future environmental changes and adaptation to those conditions, we identified promising management practices within the study sites, assessed them and described them through a standardized methodology. This information was then used as a basis for modeling the economic effects of different scenarios (Sietz et al., 2017c) and their ecological impacts. Management guidelines building on these findings were developed and evaluated with stakeholders in each study site, then shared with policy stakeholders from all sites in a policy workshop. This section synthesizes the key findings from these activities.

Stakeholders’ responses to regime changes suggested that they adapt their land management mostly in a reactive way. It remains difficult to accurately identify tipping points and forecast regime shifts in ways that are useful for land users and managers to prevent a shift. Measures or adaptations that increase ecosystem resilience, nudging the tipping points further away from the system’s current state, appeared to be the most effective strategy.

Across the study sites, adaptations encompassed environmental management, socio-political measures and economic measures. Environmental management changes were reported most often (forming 67% of all measures across sites) and varied across sites. For example in Cyprus, stakeholders mentioned environmental management measures such as road clearing, building terraces to reduce erosion, and growing drought resistant plants; while in Italy stakeholders mentioned that they had to actively manage the forests by removing drought affected trees and planting fast growing trees, and relocating beehives (De Ita et al., 2017). Across all study sites socio-political measures constituted 15% of measures and comprised improvement of land use and environmental management through cross-sector organizations (Italy), advancing or creating policies for land use (Spain and Portugal) and patrolling to prevent illegal practices (Cyprus). Under socio-economic and cultural measures (constituting 18% of measures), stakeholders mentioned subsidies (Spain, Greece, Portugal, and Cyprus) and migration (Italy) as ways in which catastrophic shifts have been managed.

Understanding how we can better manage ecosystems vulnerable to catastrophic shifts requires an appreciation of how land management practices contribute to or reduce resilience to stresses, mitigate land degradation or rehabilitate degraded areas with long lasting effects (Jucker Riva et al., 2016, 2018). Research participants and local stakeholders identified, assessed and evaluated relevant management practices in each study site (Figure 7).

Using the Resilience Assessment Tool (RAT) in Figure 7, researchers were able to compare land management practices with regard to resilience. Almost all the management practices assessed have a positive impact on the resilience of the systems. However, three quarters have at least some negative impacts as they decrease the resilience toward some other stresses, pressures or disturbances. Our assessment suggests that different management objectives require widely different practices: practices that increase resilience to fire (e.g., clearing of vegetation, firebreaks), may reduce resilience to drought, while there is evidence that practices that reduce land degradation caused by land use (e.g., pine afforestation, conservation logging) can increase vulnerability to disturbances (fire and pest outbreaks, respectively). Thus, combining different land management practices (to reduce negative impacts of land use or to tackle different stresses) appears to be the best strategy to reduce the risk of regime shift while increasing sustainability of land use. Below we present our findings from the different contexts linked to the different stresses and pressures in our study sites (forest fire, grazing and land abandonment).

Forest Fire Context

Our findings indicate that stresses, especially fire, can induce catastrophic shifts in Mediterranean forest (Mayor et al., 2016). We identified and assessed three different ways in which Mediterranean forests can recover after stresses (Jucker Riva et al., 2016) and how these can be fostered up to 20 years before the stress occurs. While forest regeneration from seed banks is only possible with sufficiently long time intervals between fires, regeneration from respoutsing individuals fosters a quick recovery, especially under beneficial conditions such as north-facing and gentle slopes (Jucker Riva et al., 2016). Our studies have also highlighted that establishing vegetation and especially mulch cover immediately after fire has an important...
role in preventing soil erosion and thus retaining nutrients and maintaining soil fertility (Mayor et al., 2016; Hosseini et al., 2017b). Remote-sensing analysis of the Ayora site (Jucker Riva et al., 2017) showed how recovery of Mediterranean forests after fire is highly dependent upon landscape and land use history, suggesting the need for adaptive, context specific management plans. Stakeholder engagement in developing and implementing such plans is vital. In depth, participatory assessment of land management practices (Jucker Riva et al., 2018) indicated that fuel management increases forest resilience without significant negative impacts, appearing to be the most important practice. These results led us to conclude that: (i) minimizing fuel load and connectivity reduces fire spread and intensity, increasing chances of recovery after fire; (ii) diversity of species reduces flammability, as well as outbreaks of pests, increasing resilience to multiple stresses; and (iii) sufficient protective soil cover shortly after a fire reduces soil erosion, reducing the likelihood of regime shift and long-term degradation.

Overgrazing Context
Grazing areas in the Mediterranean are mostly dominated by shrublands that appear very resilient. However, the combination of long-term grazing stress, climate instability and disturbances can reduce the biomass density in the long-term, triggering soil degradation and hydrological changes, decreasing fodder provision, slope stability and increasing offsite damage from runoff and sediment. Our observations and land users’ experiences suggest removing grazing completely may increase fire frequency and lead to vegetation changes. Thus, maintaining moderate grazing appears to be the most efficient strategy to maintain pasture productivity while avoiding catastrophic ecosystem shifts.

Using the RAT, we assessed beneficial management practices to mitigate grazing impacts while maintaining land use, finding these to include rotational grazing, fodder provision and area closure. The effectiveness of these practices was heavily dependent on climate: in the most arid areas, vegetation recovery can be slow or null, especially in the dry season. In Randi and in the overgrazed state in Castelsaraceno we observed a general improvement of ecosystem services by temporary grazing exclusion (5–10 years), especially in Randi where plant cover, litter accumulation and aboveground biomass recovered to similar levels found in the undisturbed reference areas.

Active restoration of degraded pastures in Messara aimed to transform land use from grazing to carob tree orchards as a silvopastoral system, rather than to recover the pre-disturbance state of the ecosystem. This practice was assessed through the RAT as providing multiple benefits such as additional fodder and shade for animals, decreased soil erosion, improved soil fertility and additional income through tree products. Controlled, moderate grazing was shown to be effective in reducing the risk of fire (Jucker Riva et al., 2018). However, once a fire has occurred on grazing land, it is important to allow a minimum of 2 years for resting (while providing supplementary fodder) or to actively revegetate, in order to prevent a catastrophic shift (Jucker Riva et al., 2018). Remaining plant individuals can be used as nurses to increase the recruitment of seedlings planted below.

Land Abandonment Context
In the study sites in which land abandonment was widespread, affecting mainly degraded, low productivity and remote areas,
abandoned areas were found to have significant trade-off effects that may contribute to catastrophic shifts. Forested areas (Ayora, Várzea) and grazing areas (Messara, Randi) after abandonment have increased flammable biomass, leading to more frequent and intense fires, a known trigger of catastrophic shifts in forests. The grazing systems in Randi and Castelsaraceno are affected by animal pests (rats, boars), resulting from uncontrolled growth after abandonment, increasing shrub encroachment in grass pastures (Castelsaraceno) and Carob tree die-off (Randi). They are mitigated by short-term management options like tree protection and pasture fencing, but would require an integrated ecosystem approach to promote natural predators. Another problem identified by stakeholders is pasture degradation by invasive and/or unpalatable species or thorny shrubs, observed on intensively grazed areas but also on abandoned or marginal ones. Beside diversifying herds, options include manuring pastures, seeding fodder species and mechanically removing thorny shrubs.

Management options for abandoned land further include revegetation, rotational grazing or alternative land uses, such as bee-keeping, biodiversity management, tourism or wind/solar energy production. Furthermore, land that is not used economically at present can become valuable in future and thus knowledge and infrastructure might need to be maintained. Cooperation and new forms of management (e.g., silviculture) can help to overcome labor availability constraints.

Complementing the ecological assessment of the rangeland resilience model with insights into investment costs (e.g., costs to purchase supplementary fodder) and income through livestock production, we assessed different land management scenarios. Scenarios represented common management strategies including opportunistic and conservation grazing management in combination with varying levels of risk aversion (Table 2). Scenarios were designed in consultation with land users in the study areas reflecting destocking and restocking strategies with which land users respond to low and variable rainfall and associated vegetation dynamics. Opportunistic strategies, e.g., adjusting livestock density to pasture productivity in each year (Westoby et al., 1989; Lategan, 1995) allow land users to directly benefit from annual productivity changes but without considering the time span necessary for vegetation recovery. In contrast, land users using conservation strategies exclude livestock from part of the land in wet years while fully grazing the land in other years (Müller et al., 2007; Quaas et al., 2007). This ‘resting’ means that stocking rates stay below the grazing capacity in wet years facilitating vegetation recovery and potentially higher stocking rates in the following years. In our modeling approach, we distinguished degraded and restored starting conditions and particularly considered the emergence of windows of opportunities and risks (Figure 8) to capture critical land management timings that realize ecological benefits at minimum risk and cost (Sietz et al., 2017a). These windows reflect strong variations in environmental conditions, presenting particular opportunities for restoration or prevention of catastrophic shifts [e.g., exceptionally wet episodes, such as those associated with the El Niño Southern Oscillation (Holmgren and Scheffer, 2001)] and risks (e.g., severe drought; Staal et al., 2015). To illustrate major differences in the costs and benefits arising from management interventions depending on the stability domains, we considered seeding as a key restoration measure that directly affects an ecosystem’s state. For example, if a degraded ecosystem is positioned in a bi-stable domain (see unfavorable state in Figure 1), a priority situation for restoration, investments in land management coinciding with a window of opportunity have a greater chance of passing a critical threshold and generating higher gross benefits than those outside such a window of opportunity. If a critical threshold is passed, the ecosystem state (e.g., vegetation cover) improves naturally without any further maintenance costs (Figure 9).

The socio-ecological effectiveness of our management scenarios differed largely according to windows of opportunities and risks, starting conditions and investment and capital costs (e.g., for supplementary fodder and hired labor). For example, higher risk aversion and resting in wet years/extreme risk aversion scenarios (Table 3) implied a significant increase in the likelihood of maintaining vegetation cover above 40%, though only at restored sites. Yet, although the conservation scenario S2 effectively prevented degradation catastrophic shift, the economic loss was greater (−370 Euro/ha) than in S1 (−140 Euro/ha). This indicated that policy incentives such as subsidies would be useful to increase land users’ motivation to implement this type of management. In contrast, scenario S1 yielded higher economic returns but could not effectively prevent degradation, as stocking rates were insufficiently reduced.

The variety of promising measures within the study sites in this research and the information about their sustainability and resilience was used as the basis for guiding natural resource managers in improving the management of dryland ecosystems, in particular with regard to preventing pressures, stresses and disturbances, mitigating their negative impact and ensuring recovery. Although generalizing impacts of land management remains challenging as practices can be extremely diverse depending on the area, actors and timing (Schwilch et al., 2014;
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FIGURE 9 | Cost-efficiency of management interventions dependent on stability domains and window of opportunity. Blue, gray, and red areas in panels (A–C) represent gross future values of the benefits of intervention, the benefits that would have occurred without intervention and costs of intervention, respectively. Gross future benefits depend on productivity levels, which vary between stability domains. In panels (D–F), the same investments of panels (A–C) are converted to discounted (present) value of investment costs and benefits. Dotted lines refer to net present value of intervention (i.e., subtracting from gross benefits the intervention costs and any benefits that would have been obtained without the intervention). The middle panel indicates management effects concuring with a window of opportunity. Note the declining level of initial investment costs and recurrent maintenance costs going from Domain I to Domain III. Investment in Domain I is economically unattractive, in Domain III it can be slightly attractive, while under a window of opportunity, investment in Domain II is economically very attractive. Source: Adapted from Sietz et al. (2017a).

TABLE 3 | Land management scenarios [adapted from Sietz et al. (2017c)].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management scenario</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Starting conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline scenario</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Least risk aversion</td>
<td>If vegetation cover less than 30%, reduce number of animals grazed on pasture to half</td>
<td>X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 1 (S1)</td>
<td>Higher risk aversion</td>
<td>If vegetation cover less than 40%, reduce number of animals grazed on pasture to half</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 2 (S2)</td>
<td>Resting in wet years and extreme risk aversion</td>
<td>In wet years and if vegetation cover less than 60%, reduce number of animals grazed on pasture to half</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

X denotes the starting conditions in which each scenario was applied.

Marques et al., 2016), we worked with stakeholders to understand their responses to change and elaborate some key principles for the management of forest fires, overgrazing and land abandonment (see Schwilch et al., 2016). Each set of principles has a number of ecological grounding statements that draw on findings from questions 1 and 2, and related land management recommendations, each taking into account that ecosystems are also affected by the occurrence of droughts (noting the impact of the driver may vary depending on drought conditions).

The management of vulnerable ecosystems is a challenging task. It includes maintaining or enhancing the natural resource base as well as sustaining productivity. It requires the maintenance and restoration of vital ecosystem components that provide resilience to climate change, disasters and other threats and risks. In this way, catastrophic shifts might be prevented. Cost-effective management interventions, acceptable to stakeholders, should thus be applied before thresholds are reached, or when windows of opportunity occur. Findings from
our research support other assessments that it is cheaper to prevent degradation than it is to reduce or reverse it (ELD Initiative and UNEP, 2015). By considering investment costs together with expected benefits and windows of opportunities and risks, our findings advance understanding of socio-ecological determinants of specific land use strategies, e.g., farm size, household characteristics and stakeholders’ perceptions (Sietz and Van Dijk, 2015) and the evaluation of threshold behavior (Suding and Hobbs, 2009). These insights can facilitate land-based management decisions aimed at addressing heterogeneity in global sustainability challenges such as loss of biosphere integrity, livelihood insecurity and vulnerability (Sietz, 2014; Steffen et al., 2015; Kok et al., 2016).

Overall, our study provided two key lessons for managing Mediterranean ecosystems in cost-efficient and effective ways. These are: (i) that there is a need for reliably predicting windows of opportunities and risks linked with Sustainable Land Management (SLM) and restoration advice tailored to land users’ needs and (ii) there is a need for managerial flexibility enabling continuous and rapid adaptation of management decisions according to emerging opportunities or risks. Interventions should include bundles of different practices used in combination to both mitigate the pressure and reduce vulnerability, and be supported by policy. Only if we manage to effectively avoid catastrophic ecosystem shifts, reduce land degradation and reverse the negative consequences of both, will we be able to contribute to a land degradation neutral world.

**DISCUSSION**

Findings from this study addressing our three key research questions confirm that land degradation is occurring in various Mediterranean ecosystems. Observed changes in vegetation diversity, vegetation composition and soil quality suggest that a point may be reached where ecosystems are no longer able to provide services as they are doing now, or as they once could. Monitoring and modeling provided hints as to which changes in the plant–soil and plant–plant systems might occur during shifts. Some field experiments would benefit from observations over a greater number of seasons, but advances in modeling allowed us to examine the ecosystems, discover ways to avoid catastrophic shifts, to make ecosystems more resilient, and to educate end users in adapting to shifts that possibly have already taken place. Models effectively provided an additional time dimension to our analyses. An understanding of what happens during shifts can help define appropriate management strategies that can prevent the occurrence of shifts, or if they have already occurred, can assist in the recovery of the ecosystem. Predictions of the proximity of ecosystems to thresholds may be used by policymakers and land users to inform wider sustainable management of Mediterranean ecosystems, to prioritize areas for action, and inform the use of both proactive and reactive policy mechanisms to support land managers.

Taking the research findings as a whole provides far more substantive insights than is possible to ascertain from addressing any of our three research questions alone, and the participatory approach in which stakeholder engagement is central was vital in enabling the research to inform changes on the ground, underscoring best practices in the stakeholder engagement literature (Stringer and Dougill, 2013; Reed et al., 2014; de Vente et al., 2016). The learning and knowledge sharing process was considered particularly important by the project, especially where land users and land managers have dissenting positions, such was the case in Crete, where policy makers and shepherds were not able to attend the same workshops due to conflicting views (Sotirov et al., 2017). As shared goals are more feasible to be pursued, participatory approaches can be key in identifying common ground, connecting long and short-term ways of thinking through improving understanding. By taking a stakeholder engagement approach throughout, it was not possible only to share information, but also to share priorities, visions, and barriers. This was recognized as a tool to further design and elaborate outreach and management programs. It also opened new channels of communication between researchers and stakeholders. In a similar way, the multidisciplinary approach of the study supported learning across disciplines, with researchers from a variety of academic backgrounds working together to address the three broad research questions from different angles; each offering valuable insights through their approaches to help build a more complete understanding of catastrophic shifts and their management.

Overall, advanced tools for sustainable land management in drylands such as WOCAT (World Overview of Conservation Approaches and Technologies) have been developed and promising practices can be up-scaled based on similarities between socio-ecological systems (Kok et al., 2016; Sietz et al., 2017b). Yet, tailoring measures to particular socio-environmental systems is necessary. Conditions vary within sites and over time (Schwilch et al., 2012), and the effectiveness of programs and measures depend on their capacity to address particular local and external issues affecting land degradation. However, stakeholders’ involvement in the research does not guarantee the identification of appropriate management measures (Schwilch et al., 2012) or the adoption of new technologies. There are various barriers to the adoption of new and innovative land management measures (Fleskens et al., 2014; Sietz and Van Dijk, 2015), and even when measures are adopted they can swiftly be dis-adopted (see e.g., Chisene et al., 2019). Policy research and literature state that decision making is mainly driven by beliefs, values and experience, which in turn can interact with particular sets of goals and perceptions and resolve related issues and challenges (Hall, 1993; Sotirov et al., 2017). These can all affect the ways in which research is used, no matter how participatory the approach has been.

**CONCLUSION**

Overall, we have synthesized the findings from experiments, modeling and stakeholder engagement across six European study sites. While each component part yielded information
that contributed toward answering our research questions, by taking the research as a multidisciplinary whole, and engaging stakeholders from the study sites, we were able to target our findings toward those who can use them. Our integrated study highlighted that there is still more work to be done in terms of gaining a complete picture of catastrophic shifts. However, by improving integrated understanding of: (i) the impacts of degradation drivers on ecosystem functioning and services, (ii) the processes that happen in the soil and plants during transition toward a catastrophic shift and (iii) how the management of vulnerable ecosystems can be optimized through derivation of key principles, bundles of approaches and assessments of windows of opportunity, we have put forward measures that can be utilized by stakeholders including land users and policymakers, to better manage change and avoid catastrophic shifts. Such on-the-ground efforts can, in turn, support progress toward the SDGs and global targets seeking to achieve Land Degradation Neutrality.
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